for “Glitchuals” by Kevin Gotkin + Yo-Yo Lin

Score for watching from home:
Set the vibe
Turn down the lights
Light a candle and place it next to your computer
Pour yourself a drink or light a joint
Take your time getting ready
Open a webcam feed on your computer
Check yourself out
Do you feel cute?
Take a moment to feel yourself
If you want to
Put on some earrings
Some make-up
Or a favorite hat
Revel in your look
Strike a pose
Give a wink ;)
Time to hit the dance floor
Full screen the video
Turn up the speakers
Press play
> > > Enter through the portal
You’re at a dance party with all your crip friends
Welcome! We missed you
When was the last time we were together like this?
It’s been far too long
As the beat kicks in, find your rhythm
Feel the beat move through your body-From your toes
Circling your hips
Up your spine
Out your fingertips
Beaming out the top of your head
Let the words and music take you
Feel the rhythm travel through cyberspace-From your glowing computer screen
To a dear friend’s
To a stranger’s
Imagine hundreds of glowing screens
Connected to yours
From past to present to future
We dance through pixels, currents, soundwaves
Our bodyminds electric, pulsing, glitching
We dance through time and space
Bringing us together in this moment, in all moments
Can you feel Us together?

Score for watching at a group screening:
Turn to the person next to you
Take a moment to take each other in
Tell them something you think is cute about them
Bask in the compliment as the performance gets
started
If there is enough room
And you feel the urge
Feel free to dance in or out of your seat
As the beat kicks in, find your rhythm
Feel the beat move through your body-From your toes
Circling your hips
Up your spine
Out your fingertips
Beaming out the top of your head
Let the words and music take you
Feel the rhythm travel through cyberspace-From your glowing screen
To a dear friend’s watching at home
To a stranger’s bedroom
Imagine hundreds of glowing screens
Connected to yours
From past to present to future
We dance through pixels, currents, soundwaves
Our bodyminds electric, pulsing, glitching
We dance through time and space
Bringing us together in this moment, in all moments
Can you feel Us together?
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